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The numerical solution of mathematical problems inglobal astrogeophysics is often based on
spherical harmonic spectral nalysis of the governing partial differential equations. We report 
here on successful applications of the computer algebra programs MACSYMA, MAPLE and 
REDUCE for the generation f spectral equations a sociated with the magnetic induction 
equation, one of the fundamental vector equations involved in modelling magnetohydro- 
dynamic interactions in the Earth's core, stellar tmospheres and stellar interiors. This 
application i dicates that computer algebra programs will be a powerful tool for deriving 
spherical harmonic spectral equations for partial differential equations in mathematical physics. 
1. Introduction 
The mathematical modelling of physical problems in global astrogeophysics results in a 
wide variety of scalar, vector and tensor partial differential equations. Many examples can 
be found in the fields of continuum mechanics and electromagnetism, particularly in 
oceanography, Earth oscillations, meteorology and dynamo models of cosmic magnetic 
fields (see James, 1976, for references). As analytic solutions to these equations are usually 
not possible, use must be made of numerical methods which are often based on spherical 
harmonic spectral analyses of the equations. In general, derivation of the spectral 
equations involves tedious algebraic manipulations, which suggests possible advantages in
utilisation of computer algebra (CA) programs. 
As a test case, we have chosen the magnetic induction equation 
aB O-t- = V x (u x B) +r/VZB, (1) 
which describes the evolution of a magnetic field B in a conducting fluid with constant 
magnetic diffusivity ~ and velocity u. This equation is fundamental to models of non- 
relativistic magnetohydrodynamic pro esses. Our interest in (1) stems from its central role 
in dynamo modelling of the Earth's magnetic field. 
Following work by Elsasser (1946), the spectral analysis of (1) was first fully carried out 
for incompressible flows (V. u-= 0) by BuUard & Gellman (1954), who used toroidal (T) 
and poloidal (S) vector expansions for the velocity and magnetic fields. Bullard & Gellman 
gave the resulting spectral equations in terms of interactions between the T and S 
components of u and B (see eqns (8) herein). James (1974) proposed an alternative method 
m based on Wigner coefficients and a vector spherical harmonic (Y,,,,,,) formalism commonly 
used in the quantum theory of angular momentum. This method permitted a more 
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systematic derivation of the spectral equations. Furthermore, the method itself could be 
systematically generalised to cover compressible flows and many other partial differential 
equations (James, 1976). In this article we report on an approach that utilises the Wigner 
formalism method but employs a CA program to remove the tedium and obtain the final 
spectral equations in optimum form. 
Mathematical Background 
Since B is solenoidal (i.e.V. B --- 0), in spherical polars (r, 0, ~b) we may expand in terms 
of T and S vectors, i.e. 
B = Z Z (T~'" + S~'~), 
pmp (2) 
where fl = I, 2 . . . .  ;mp = --/3 . . . . .  /3; 
T~" = V x [rT~m'(r, t)Y~'(O, ~b)-] ~ (3) 
S~ 'p V x V x [rS~nP(r, t)Y~"p(O, qS)] J 
and Y~"r is a complex spherical surface harmonic. By assuming an incompressible velocity 
field we may expand u similarly, i.e. 
u = ~] ~ (t~ + s, ). (4) 
at In~ 
For convenience we adopt the c~,/3, 7 notation of Bullard & Gellman (1954) throughout 
this paper and where no confusion arises we drop m superscripts. 
James (1974) showed that the coupled system of induction equations governing the 
evolution of S and T were 
( O _rlDr) S = i ~ (c~ x fl. ,)~,=o_ u~B, 
~,p D,(7+ 1)] ~/~ 
(0) 
-rid r r, = - (2~+ 1) -~/~ E V(~ x/~. ~)~,=~ a,+~ (5) 
=,p L (7+1) ~/2 
+ (~ x/~. ~)~,= i ] 
71/2 - di_~ (u~Bp) 
where 
and 
82 2 O 7(7+1) O 7, 
D r ~ ~ + d~ ~ + r 01" r 2 ' Or r 
(c~x/3.p) = (-)~'+P+Y+"'+v, 61/ZiF o~+v~, /3+vp 7+vy 
1 1 1 
, ) 
m, mp -m~J \  0 0 (6) 
F = [(2c~ + 1X20~ + 2v~ + 1)(2fl + 1)(2fl + 2vp + 1)(27 + 1)(27 + 2v r + I)] 1/2. 
The notation u~ in (5) is an abbreviation for u~,~+v, "~ and a similar interpretation applies to 
Bp. The summations are over ~, m~, v~, fl, mp and vp. The 2 x 3 and 3 x 3 arrays in (6) are 
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Wigner 3 - j  and 9 - j  coefficients, respectively. Selection rules for Wigner coefficients 
restrict v.. vp to just three values O. +_ 1. and the relations between u.. s. and t. are 
u,.,_ 1 \2~--i-J (c~+ 1)d~+ls~ 
u~.~ = --i[0~(~ +1)]1/2t~ , (7) 
__. ( a-t- 1 '~ 112 
u,.~+l \2c~+ lJ c~d_,s~ 
with similar relations holding for B a, Sp and T~. 
In principle, by using (7), one can collect erms on the right of (5) to obtain 
(8) 
( OOt - ,D,) T~ = ~ [(t. Tp T~) +(t~Sa Ty) +(s. T~ Tr) +(s.Sa T~) 
In (8) the interactions (t.SpS~) . . . .  are sums of products comprising derivatives (up to 
second order) of s, or t, times derivatives of Sp or Tp. For example (s,S~S~) is a complicated 
linear combination of s, Sa, s'~Sp, s~S'p, s'~S'r (where s~ = OsjOr, etc.). The interaction (t~ TsSy) 
is missing from (8a) since it may easily be shown to be always zero. 
Application of Computer Algebra 
An advantage of the approach of James (1974, 1976) was that the modern theory of 
vector spherical harmonics and Wigner coefficients could be used to derive spectral 
equations like (5) and (8), in a concise systematic way. However, in the case of the magnetic 
induction equation, the resulting interactions on the right side of (8) are not in the best 
form from a computational viewpoint. Some interactions contain complicated sub- 
expressions that can be greatly simplified or even cancelled completely (as, for example, the 
coefficient of s'S'p in (s, SpS~)). Such simplifications are desirable for reasons of 
computational efficiency and accuracy. The generation ofall the interaction terms (t, SpS~), 
... and their simplification is an extremely tedious but systematic process, evidently well 
suited for application of CA. 
The starting point for a CA program is (5), which in the Wigner formalism is systematic 
and straightforward to derive manually. There are three major steps then to be performed 
by the CA program: 
(I) The reduction of the Wigner 3 - J  c~ (~; ~/~+v~ ~'0  v,) ; in (6) to a multi- 
plicative factor times the standardform(;~o) ifv,+vp+vrisevenortimes 
('~+1 /~+1 r+l'~ if v~+vp+v r is odd. This is accomplished by using eqn (2.35)in \u  0 u J 
Brink & Satchler (1968). This step permits all interactions to be reduced to a 
multiplicative factor times either the Adams integral A, or the Elsasser integral E 
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given by 
where 
m e mr/ --  m~, 0 ' 
E= k aO o4, N j 
..~ _ iqL (r~ fl 7 "~{o~-t-1 fl+ l 7 ;1 )  
, mp -re, J \  0 0 " 
A = 4zt[(2c~ + 1)(2/3 + 1)(27 + 1)3 lz2, 
~_  A I(ce + fl + y + 2)(e + 4(c~ fl + y + 3) fl +Y + 4!1'/= 
• [(~-t-/~-y § 1)(c~-by-fl-t- 1)(f l+~-~+ 1)] *z=. 
(II) The evaluation of the Wigner 9 - j  coefficient e in (6). This is accomplished 
1 
using formulae from the Appendix of James (1974), and Table 4 of Brink & 
Satchler (1968). 
(III) Substituting relations (7) and the results of (I) and (II) into (5), and then performing 
the necessary summations and simplifications. 
Conclusions 
We have investigated the capabilities of MACSYMA, MAPLE and REDUCE for 
performing the above steps. About 300-400 lines of code (available on request) suffice, and 
depending on the system configuration, the entire process takes about 20 cpu minutes on a 
VAX 11/780 with 8 megabytes of main memory, to be compared with the alternative of 
about a month of error-prone manual manipulations. [Several sign errors were detected in
the manually derived Table 1 of James (1974).] The preceding cpu time is that required to 
derive the algebraic formulae for the interactions ( eSpSr) . . . .  and is independent of any 
truncation levels imposed on e and/~ for numerical computations. 
The essence of steps (I), (II) and (III) is the construction and simplification of numerous 
expressions of the form 
_____ ~ 1 1/2, E el fl [ . . .  f,~[ Vc2_f_5 ! . . .  fs ! (9) 
g l ! . . .g , !  [_gs!. gs! 
where c, and c= are ratios of multinomials in cq fl, y, and the f~, gi are simple linear 
functions of a, fl, y (e.g. a - f l+7+ 1, 89 fl-y)). The simplification of (9) is facilitated by 
availability of a routine that will search a general expression ex, like the summand in (9), to 
find factorials f~!, gj! such that f~-ga is an integer constant, and then cancel the common 
factors in fi!/gfi. In MACSYMA this is accomplished via the special command 
minfactorial(ex), and in MAPLE simply via the command expand(ex). An inconvenience is 
encountered with REDUCE since REDUCE has no in-built factorial function with a 
utility like minfactoriat. For the problem at hand this difficulty with REDUCE may be 
circumvented bymanually ensuring that for the purpose of cancellations in (9),f, matches 
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with gl ( i .e . f l -g l  is an integer constant) etc. The ratiosfi!/g~! may then be simplified by a 
simple user-defined procedure. For equations more complicated than (1), some of the 
capabilities of minfactorial may sometimes be mimicked by employing REDUCE's part 
and numberp operators. However, the lack of a general purpose procedure like 
MACSYMA's minfactorial in REDUCE's algebraic mode is a disadvantage of REDUCE.  
The end results after (III) are the spectral equations essentially as given by Bullard & 
Gellman (1954). Three additional advantages arise from use of a CA program. 
(a) For prescribed velocity functions s~(r) and t,(r), the derivatives ',, s~', t'~ which occur 
in (8) and may be cumbersome (e.g. as in the velocity model of Gubbins (1973, 
eqn. 3.1)) are automatically generated. 
(b) The CA code is easily extended to produce final output in the form of a finite- 
difference approximation to (8), ready for numerical processing. 
(c) Eqns (7) and (8), and the CA code are easily extended to cover compressible flow u 
(where V. u ~ 0). 
Whilst (a) and (b) are relatively minor advantages, they do remove two further sources of 
manual error. On the other hand, (c) is important in that it allows one to easily derive 
compressible flow Bullard-Gellman equations, which has apparently not been done 
previously. We will report on the full set of compressible spectral equations elsewhere as 
part of a numerical investigation of the influence of compressibility on dynamo decay and 
growth rates. So even for this one application to the magnetic induction equation (1), use 
of a CA program has proven very advantageous, and the application of CA to many 
similar problems warrants further investigation. It seems likely that the combination of a 
Wigner-coefficient vector spherical harmonic derivation of spectral equations like (5), and 
others (James, 1976), plus simplification where possible via a CA program, will be a 
powerful tool for deriving spherical harmonic spectral equations. 
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